May 20, 2015
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Lydia Dildilian and Hilary White: Ocular Obscure
June 5 - July 3, 2015
Opening Reception: Friday, June 5, 7pm-10pm

Gallery Protocol Summer Sessions is pleased to present Ocular Obscure, an exhibition by Lydia Dildilian and Hilary
White. Encompassing a range of practices such as painting, sculpture and installation, Ocular Obscure brings together the
divergent, yet complimentary visions of these two artists to address what might be referred to broadly as ‘the unseen.’ As
the exhibition title suggests, Dildilian and White create works that call our attention to what is often hidden or obscured;
works that operate as visual and material corollaries, pointing to the covert structures that underlie the visible world.
Ranging from revelatory to defamatory in tone and private to political in disposition, these works alternately celebrate,
question and condemn the presence and authority of the invisible, unsearchable systems that surround us.
Lydia Dildilian is an interdisciplinary artists who lives and works in Gainesville, Florida. She received her BFA from Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio in 2012 and is currently an MFA candidate at the University of Florida.
Hilary White creates three dimensional works using multiple mediums. While studying painting, she has continued to
develop her love of wood working and has incorporated the two into a hybrid practice of painted sculpture, and installation. She has participated in art fairs including Scope, Miami and has been in over 36 exhibitions including over nine solo
exhibitions and has shown her work locally and internationally in Berlin, Hong Kong, and Mexico City.
Join us on June 5, 2015, from 7PM - 10PM for an opening reception.
For more information, contact Chase Westfall: 352-339-3905, chase@galleryprotocol.com

Lydia Dildilian
System of Entropy
site specific, mixed media painting
dimensions variable
2014
image courtesy the artist

Hilary White
The End of a Thousand Years
mixed media sculpture
7’x5’x10”
2014
image courtesy the artist
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